
 

As OTAs capture more market share all the time in hotel bookings, your 

hotel website is the main tool for getting the attention of travelers and 

more direct bookings. A poorly designed hotel website can have 

conversion rates near 0% while the best ones are closer to 5%. 

By investing in its website and ensuring that it follows the best practices, a 

typical mid-sized hotel can save thousands of euros in OTA commission 

fees every month. 

In this guide, you will learn 7 best practices that are used by leading hotels. 

We also include real examples of Valpas hotel websites so you can see 

them in action yourself! 

 

 
Learn more at www.valpashotels.com  

 

http://www.valpashotels.com/


 

Understanding the modern traveler behaviour 

Like any well-designed product, a hotel website should be created by starting from the 

main needs of its users. So why do travelers actually visit hotel websites and what are 

their expectations? 

The typical booking journey for the modern traveler begins by searching on OTAs such 

as Booking and Hotels.com or other travel websites like Tripadvisor. These sites offer the 

biggest selection and a search engine which helps travelers narrow down their hotel 

selection for the destination they have in mind.  

After finding some hotels that fit their requirements, most people book directly through 

the OTA but a considerable minority also visits the websites of their shortlisted hotels for 

further information. 

The reasons for visiting often include: 

● Learning more about the hotel’s amenities, services or history. 

● Checking to see if there are any special offers available. 

● Finding contact details to ask specific questions or make a phone booking. 

With these needs in mind as well as knowledge of how to design great digital user 

experiences, let’s jump into it! 

1 - Modern web design 

People today have higher and higher expectations of travel websites as design-driven 

companies like Airbnb are creating a new standard. Website technologies are changing 

rapidly and a website designed 5 years ago can already feel outdated.  

 



 

A modern website should be... 

● Fast. 40% of online shoppers abandon a travel site after just 3 seconds of waiting. 

You can test your own site with Google’s PageSpeed tool . 

● Mobile-friendly. Smartphone usage is growing all the time and today accounts for 

up to 50% of visits to hotel websites. At a minimum, visitors should be able to 

browse the key information even though the actual booking is often done through 

a computer. 

● Visual.  Visitors expect high quality images and even a video of your hotel to get a 

feeling of it. This includes the public areas and especially all aspects of your hotel 

rooms. 

See it in action: https://keppler.fr/ 

2 - Relevant content 

Visitors want to get a feeling of what your hotel offers and what makes it special. Make 

sure to highlight your unique services or amenities! Unlike on the OTAs, you have full 

freedom to present your hotel however you prefer. 

Additionally, ensure that you mention how you serve the top 3 things that travellers care 

about. These were identified by analysing the top 10 OTAs, interviews with travelers and 

reviewing the latest university research in hospitality. 

● Location . Let visitors know about transportation links and nearby 

points-of-interest. Even if you are not the most central hotel, you can describe 

what makes your neighborhood interesting! 

● Service . Make it personal by showing the human side and even employees if 

possible. Communicate how seriously you take service at the hotel and any 

special services you offer. 

https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/
https://keppler.fr/


 

● Cleanliness. Although rarely used in hotel marketing, cleanliness is extremely 

important to travelers. For example, the website banner used by Valpas Hotels 

(hotels that are protected from bed bugs) has been shown to increase direct 

conversions by 35%. 

See it in action: www.hotelf6.fi  

3 - Discount codes and offers 

Clearly display exclusive offers that are available only for direct bookers such as early 

check-in, late check-out, breakfast  or room upgrades . These are possible to offer 

without breaking the price parity clauses that the big OTAs are likely to enforce. 

Visitors are often price-sensitive and looking for a good deal, so it also helps to show 

prominent discount codes  (for example a 10% discount) and a lowest price guarantee. 

Widgets and pop-ups can capture the attention of visitors and ensure that they are aware 

of the savings from booking directly. These can be triggered when a user is about to 

leave your page. 

See it in action: https://www.hotelhelka.com/ 

4 - Clear call-to-action (CTA) 

If your main goal is to generate bookings on your hotel website, the “call-to-action” 

button must be highlighted clearly on the page. This can be done by using an accent 

color or simply by making it bigger. 

The booking button can even be repeated on several places on the page, for example in 

the navigation bar, on the sides or at the bottom of the page. If possible, include a list of 

benefits and price comparison tool that emphasises why a booking should be made 

directly on your site. 

https://www.valpashotels.com/post/success-story-hotel-f6-and-valpas-hotels-a-year-in-review
https://www.valpashotels.com/post/success-story-hotel-f6-and-valpas-hotels-a-year-in-review
http://www.hotelf6.fi/
https://www.hotelhelka.com/


 

See it in action: https://www.hotel-marc.de/en/ 

5 - User-friendly booking engine 

Visitors are likely to already have an account on OTAs where their payment details have 

previously been saved and trust has been built. They must be convinced that it’s safe 

and worth their effort to pay through your own booking engine. 

To address these concerns, it is crucial that you integrate your website with a booking 

engine that offers a simple user experience: 

● Clear product descriptions. Clearly list all details about the hotel rooms on offer 

to reduce anxiety around booking the wrong type of room. 

● Safety and security. Communicate that it is safe to buy on your website with 

secure credit card processing and data handling. 

● Local languages and currencies. Your guests are likely to come from all over the 

world. OTAs offer their booking platforms in all of the world languages and 

currencies. Although you can’t offer local version of your entire website, a modern 

booking engine from a specialised vendor should offer this. 

See it in action: https://www.hotel-la-nouvelle-republique.paris/en/ 

6 - Additional contact details 

In 2018, customers coming through email, phone  and walk-ins  still accounted for 39% of 

all hotel reservations in Europe ! These are commission-free bookings that are worth 

maximising, although they are slowly declining over time. 

To ensure that you reach all the travelers that prefer to book through these channels, 

clearly list your hotel’s contact email, phone number and street address on your 

website in order to cater for travellers that want to book through those channels. This 

https://www.hotel-marc.de/en/
https://www.hotel-la-nouvelle-republique.paris/en/
https://www.hotrec.eu/european-hotel-distribution-study-2018/
https://www.hotrec.eu/european-hotel-distribution-study-2018/


 

also reduces the anxiety of other website visitors by showing that your hotel is legitimate 

and ready to answer any questions they may have. 

See it in action: http://www.malmo.hotelduxiana.com/ 

7 - Listing on metasearch engines 

Finally, after you have implemented the recommendations above, you can benefit from 

your high-converting website even more by getting more visitors. 

One way to reach more people online for free is by registering your hotel’s profile, 

website link and room rates directly on metasearch sites such as Trivago to get direct 

traffic that would otherwise go to OTAs. Trivago  and other meta-search engines like 

Tripadvisor and Kayak  compare prices on OTAs to help people find the best price for a 

hotel. By directly listing your hotel on them, more visitors will find your hotel’s website. 

Want to learn more? 

This guide covered some of the best practices that can be easily implemented on your 

hotel’s website. If you want to learn more about increasing your hotel’s revenue and 

profitability when selling online , check out our free 10-page guide that has more tips! 

 

 

 

 
Learn more at www.valpashotels.com  
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